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Fig. 1.
The tracked mini-robot

Fig. 2.
The structural kinematic scheme of the mini-robot

Fig. 3a.
The general structure of the mini-robot (side view)

Description:
The tracked mini robot with electric actioning obtained from solar energy capture with a load of
explosives attached, according to the invention, is a technological product that possesses four degrees
of mobility, that has a simple, compact mechanical structure and formed of modular components, with
autonomous displacement and electric actioning obtained by means of the solar cells encapsulated in
three panels (CS) attached to the mechanical structure, also having a storage compartment (CD) for the
explosive necessary for the demining/reclamation of UXOs and IEDs (Fig. 1). The mini-robot consists of
two main modules (the rotation module and the modular robotic arm), each having at least one degree of
mobility, to which is added the MB base module of the mini-robot (Fig. 2, 3a, 3b). The MRo rotation
module consists of the following elements: the CRo rotation joint having a cylindrical surface and a PRo
rotation plate, the fixing and positioning of the CRo rotation joint onto the mini-robot being performed
by means of a flat annular piece and retaining screws, while the positioning and fastening of the MRo
rotation module onto the MB base module of the mini-robot being accomplished with the help of a flange
with retaining screws. The modular robotic arm has a serial open chain construction and consists of the
following elements: the Br1 arm, the Br2 arm, the orientation and positioning BrPO3 arm, the DP
prehension device with sliding gripping fingers having a pivotal articulation of the wrist, enabling it to
grasp any object with dimensions up to 4.30 [cm]. The actuators in the structure of the mini-robot are
fueled by means of the solar cells embedded in two CS panels when the mini-robot operates during
daytime, and by means of batteries, charged by the third CS solar cells incorporated panel, whenever
the mini-robot is operated nighttime (Fig. 3b). The arrangement of the CS solar cells panels on the
surface of the mini-robot enables the capture of solar energy throughout the day, which leads to an
unlimited energy operation of the technological product designed. The total mass of the mini-robot is 35
[kg], and the maximum load that it can carry is 1.5 [kg].
Advantages, novelty and originality:
According to the invention, the tracked mini-robot offers the following advantages, elements of
novelty and originality:
►harnessing of the present technological product in the industrial plan can help reduce the
negative impact of the energy sector on the environment;
►the solar mini-robot operation – an economic and ecological solution – contributes to the
creation/strengthening of a culture of energy accountability among military, respectively civilian
personnel;
►protecting the human factor and organological components, corresponding to mini-robot
mechanical structures exposed to high risk engineering applications;
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►the modular robotic arm performing a stroke up to 355 and which is incorporated in the
mechanical structure of the mini-robot helps in case of overturning, the mini-robot can be recovered
simply by pushing the arm in the ground;
►actional flexibility by enabling semi-circular folding (1800) of the modular robotic arm attached
to the mini-robot and by replacing the classic disrupter with the explosive storage compartment;
►compact architecture, minimum consumption, small size, possibility of operation on rough
terrain or hidden spaces, high efficiency and relatively low costs of construction;
►easy to use in automatic modes, programming of movements being performed through learning
or manually;
►real-time operation, meaning observation of the target area by equipping the technological
product with video, audio equipment and radio control system.
Applications:
The technological product that the invention refers to has applicability both in the militaryapplicative area (by improving the detection, reclamation/demining capacity of UXOs and IEDs in view
of protecting the human factor operating in theatres of operations, the mechatronics components
operating in conflict areas, as well as the environment), but also in the educational area (by the
formation within bachelor and master degree studies of highly educated and specialized human
resources able to deal with the diversity of current missions and challenges).
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Fig. 3b.
The general structure of the mini-robot (top view)

